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English Transcript: 

 

SO: Tunisian food is diverse. You can find Jewish food, like medfuna, which is made of 
a specific herb. Ehhhh… mnoukhia [corchorus]. There are many dishes that are of Jewish 
origin because there are many Jews in Tunisia. 
SE: How is mnoukhia made? 
SO: Mnoukhia is a dried plant. They first cut it into long pieces and then grind it until it 
becomes powder. Then they cook it and it becomes a sauce – not too liquid, but a bit 
thick. Some people add lamb meat or beef.  
SE: It is like a sauce? 
SO: Yes, like a sauce – a bit, I think. As I told you, the Ottoman Empire also left an 
influence on Tunisian cuisine. So one can find many dishes that are of Turkish origin. We 
have lebrik, which is of Turkish origin and it is made during Ramadan. There is also a 
type of sweet called halgum, which is also of Turkish origin.  
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